Phone2Action Digest V1
We're seeing a tremendous outpouring of advocacy and activity here at Phone2Action.
We've put together a quick digest newsletter to show you what we're seeing, and
provide you valuable information during this period of crisis.

Welcome to Phone2Action's COVID-19 Digest!
The COVID-19 pandemic is deeply affecting our communities. Nonprofits, member
organizations, and corporations are taking a leadership role in mobilizing their
stakeholders and members. These efforts are creating a surge of activism nationwide in
ways we’ve never seen before. We want to share insights and resources with you. If
you do not want to receive this digest, please unsubscribe at the bottom.

What We're Seeing:
CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT DURING THE CRISIS
In the past week, advocates sent over 1 million messages to elected officials across the
country. Over 300,000 of these advocates were new to our customers' campaigns.
Total Messages Sent to Legislators per Week

FEATURED CAMPAIGNS
Successful and innovative advocacy campaigns to guide and inspire you:
Registered Nurses are on the frontlines of this outbreak. The
American Nurses Association is organizing nationwide and
advocating Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). See ANA's
campaign at https://p2a.co/gsSN2cu

Economic forecasts indicate that restaurants and the
foodservice industry could sustain $225 billion in losses and
eliminate 5-7 million jobs over the next three months. To
support restaurant workers the National Restaurant
Association is working for #restaurantrecovery. See
Restaurant's campaign at https://actnow.io/recovery
RESOURCES
Here are important resources and information we’ve collected to guide you and your
team. Send us the valuable resources you’re relying on and we’ll include in our next
update!
State Legislature Closures
COVID-19 has led to a number of state legislatures altering and suspending their
sessions. Phone2Action is still delivering messages successfully to all offices.

Sources:
1) National Conference of State Legislatures 2) Phone calls and emails with staff at legislatures

School Closures
An at-a-glance visual of school closures across the nation.

Sources:
1) Edweek.org 2) The Journal 3) ABC (WGNO)

VIRTUAL EVENTS
Want to learn about ANA’s success? Join Phone2Action & ANA on a Twitter Town Hall
at 9 pm on Thursday, March 26. Be sure to track #SupportNurses
Help us commend the commitment of our health workers with an applause at 9 pm from
your home on Tuesday, March 30. Be sure to spread the word on social media with
#USApplauds
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